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Adding and editing pages, administering your wiki space, using plugins and macros
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Links, breadcrumbs and search

Social Tools
Sharing content with other users, notifications, and @mentions.
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Frequently Asked Questions
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Library of all available plugins with examples.

About Wikis Archiving
Information regarding the archiving process.

Technical Support

Help Desk
If you have encountered a problem using Wikis or have a comment or question about Wikis, please contact the IS&T Service Desk via email or at 617-253-1101.

Help Options for Wikis
The Wikis have been recently updated to ver. 4.3.7. The following Help articles have been added for this release:

- Using the Editor
- Wiki Markup
- Autocomplete
- Drag and Drop
- Share
- @Mentions
- Notifications
- Tasks

IS&T Service Desk
If you have encountered a problem using the wikis system or have a comment or question about the service, please contact the IS&T Service Desk via email or at 617-253-1101.
Knowledge Base & FAQ

For a list of known issues with MIT systems and services, including wikis, please visit the Knowledge Base. For wiki-specific questions, review the FAQ page.

Logging In

Wiki has a new login process. Read about Wiki Login via MIT Touchstone.

Logging In Video
Click to learn about Touchstone login and single-sign-on
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